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We can help, what service works for you?
Consulting - $30 per 30 Minutes
After many years of working in the animal care business, including the animal shelter industry,
boarding, daycare and personal training Dale is happy to provide advice concerning dog
training behavior, problem solving, and other matters related to dog purc hase and ownership.
Our goal is to help you train and develop a companion dog that lives with you for his or her
life. Owning a dog should be a joy and not a burden or aggravation.
Personalized instruction at our facility – Puppy BARKYARD Adventures Basics and
Obedience 5 Day Sessions with Overnight Boarding -$675
This is course has been developed for owners to have fun while working with their pups. This
course breaks puppy training down into sessions of simple and straight forward easy to follow
a command. Using our specially designed BARKYARD Adventures Field we will work your
pup through “real life” experiences which will transfer to fun training when you arrive home.
In addition, we will be addressing issues such as the importance of hand feedin g, consistency,
social skills and preparing your dog for visits away from the home.
At the end of these sessions, owners with the committed effort will acquire the skills needed to
help their puppy mature into a happy, healthy, well socialized, canine comp anion with good
skills.
Individual Training, BARKYARD Adventures and Bootcamp

These programs are developed for those dog owners that realize with work, family and other
commitments that the dog needs training but just is not receiving enough at home. Dogs are
accepted on an assessment approval basis and programs and training is designed to meet your
needs. Not everyone has the same issues and all dogs are not alike. As a result, this program is
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developed according to your requests and how best your best friend will learn the commands.
Fees vary depending on individual needs and programs developed.
Individual Fees Finalized after Assessment

